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Given a sel. of n intervals representing an interval graph, the problem of finding a maximum
matching between pairs of disjoint (nonintersecting) intervals has been considered in the sequen-
tial model. Tn this paper, we present parallel algorithms for computing maximum cardinality
matchings among pairs of disjoint intervals in interval graphs in the EREW PRAM and hyper-
cube models. For the general case of the problem, our algorithms compute a maximum matching
in 0(10' n) time using OCnlloi n) processors on the EREW PRA M and using n processors
on the Itypercubes. For the case of proper interval graphs, our algorithm runs in O(log n) time
using O(n) processors if the input intervals are not given already sorted and using O(n/logn)
processors otherwise, on the EREW PRAM. On n-processor hypercubes, our algorithm for the
proper interval case takes O(log n log logn) time for unsorted input and O(logn) time for sorted
input. Our parallel results also lead to optimal sequential algorithms for computing maximum
matchings among disjoint intervals. In addition, we present an improved parallel algorithm for
maximum matching between overlapping intervals in proper interval graphs.
Keywords: Parallel algorithms, maximum matching problems, interval graphs, complement
graphs, EREW PRAM, hypercubes.
1 Introduction
Consider a set of intervals, I = {I1,!2, ... ,In}, on the x-ax..is, where interval Ii = (Le(i),re(i)]
is specified by its two endpoints: the left endpoint, le(i), and the right. endpoint, re(i), with
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lc(i) < re(i). Two intervals Ii = [le(i),re(i)] and Ij = [le(j),re(j)] are disjoint (to each other) if
Te(i) < le(j) or re(j) < le(i); otherwise they overlap. A graph G is called an interval gmph if there
exists a set Ie of intervals such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of G
and the intervals in Ie and such that any two vertices in G are connected by an edge if and only if
their corresponding intervals in Ie overlap. Such an interval set Ie is called an interval model of G.
An interval graph G is said to be proper if and only if there is an interval model IG of G such that
no interval in fe is contained within any other interval in I G . Interval graphs find applications in
many areas, such as VLSI design, scheduling, biology, traffic control, and archeology [17]. In this
paper, we assume that an interval model of the corresponding interval graph is already given. We
will refer to interval Ii, interval i, interval [le(i), re(i)], and vertex i (corresponding to interval i)
interchangeably.
A matching in a graph G is a subset M of the edges of G such that no two distinct edges in Mare
incident to the Si:Lme vertex. The problem of computing ma.ximum matchings in graphs has many
applications and has received a lot of attention [12]. However, no deterministic parallel algorithm
for computing maximum matchings in general graphs is known that takes polylogarithmic time
using a polynomial number of processors [19].
In this paper, we consider the following matching problem on a set I of n intervals: Find
a maximum cardinality matching M in I such that two intervals can be matched in M only if
they are disjoint. This problem, in fact, is that of computing a maximum cardinality matching in
the complement graph of the corresponding interval graph G of I. An O(nlogn) time sequential
algorithm for this matching problem was given by Andrews and Lee [3]. A related problem on
matching in interval graphs was considered by Moitra and ,Johnson [26], who gave a sequential
and a parallel algorithm for finding maximum cardinality matchings in interval graphs where two
overlapping intervals can be matched. To the best of our knowledge, there was no previously known
eIIicient parallel algorithm (Le., in polylogarithmic time using a polynomial number of processors)
for finding maximum matchings in the complement graphs of interval graphs. Here we study
the graph-theoretical problems of computing in parallel maximum cardinality matchings in the
complement graphs of interval graphs and interval graphs, provided that their interval models are
already available.
We present the first efficient parallel algorithms for computing maximum cardinality matchings
in interval models in which only disjoint intervals can be matched. For the general case of the prob-
lem, our algorithms compute a maximum matching in O(log3 n) time using O(njIog2 n) processors
on the EREW PRAM and using n processors on the hypercubes. For the case of proper interval
graphs, our algorithm runs in O(1ogn) time using O(n) processors if the intervals are not given
already sorted and using O(nj logn) processors otherwise, on the EREW PRAM. On n-processor
hypercubes, our algorithm for the proper interval case takes O(log n log log n) time for unsorted
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input and O(log n) time for sorted input. The approaches of our parallel algorithms are very dif-
ferent from the seemingly inherently sequential plane sweeping method used in [3], and are based
on new characterizations of this matching problem. In fact, by simulating sequentially our EREW
PRAM algorithm, we can immediately give an optimal sequential O(nlogn) time algorithm for
computlng maximum matchings among disjoint intervals for arbitrary intervals. Furthermore, if
the endpo'lllts of the input intervals are given sorted, we can make our sequential algorithm for
computing maximum matchings among arbHrary disjoint intervals run in linear time as follows:
A key subproblem in our paratlel algorithms for computing maximum matchings among disjoint
intervals is that of finding maximum matchings in convex bipartite graphs, which can be solved
sequentially in linear time [15, 25]; by using the optimal sequential algorithm for computing maxi-
mum matchings in convex bipartite graphs [15, 25] and by simulating sequentially the rest of our
EREW PRAM algorithm, a maximum matching among arbitrary disjoint intervals can be obtained
in linear time. Such a sequential algorithm is very different from the plane sweeping algorithm of
Andrews and Lee [3] (which still takes O(nlog n) time for sorted input intervals).
We also give an EREW PRAM algorithm for maximum matching between overlapping intervals
in proper interval graphs, improving the processor complexity of the previously best known CREW
PRAM algorithm for this problem [26J by a factor of nj log n.
The computational models we use are the EREW PRAM and hypercubes. The PRAM is a
synchronous parallel model in which all processors share a common memory and each processor can
access any memory location in constant time [19]. The EREW PRAM does not allow morc than one
processor to simultaneously access the same memory address. We also refer to the CREW PRAM
model, wh.ich allows simultaneous accesses to the same memory location by multiple processors
only if all such concurrent accesses are for reading data only. The CREW PRAM is obviously more
powerful than the BREW PRAM. Our hypercube model is the standard one: It has n processors,
each with O(l) local memory, and with one-port communication. For a detailed discussion of the
hypercube model, the reader is referred to the book by Leighton [24J.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some notation and preliminary
results we need. In Section 3, we present parallel algorithms for the matching problem among
arbitrary disjoint intervals. In Section 4, we present parallel algorithms for the matching problem
among disjoint proper intervals. Our improved parallel algorithm for the matching problem on
overlapping proper intervals is given in Section 5.
2 Preliminaries
The input consists of a set of n intervals I = {It, 12 , .•• ,In}. To avoid cluttering the exposition,
we assume without loss of generality (WLOG) that no two input intervals have the same endpoint
(i.e., the 2n endpoints are distinct). Our algorithms can easily be modified for the general case.
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We first sort the 2n endpoints of I from left to right if they are not given sorted. This sorting can
be done in O(log n) time using O(n) processors on the EREvV PRAM [10] and in O(log n log log n)
time on n-processor hypercubes [13]. From now on, we assume that the 2n endpoints of J are
available in this sorted order. On the EREW PRAM, these endpoints are stored in an array; on
an n-processor hypercube, each processor PEi stores 2 endpoints, with the sorted order of the
endpoints corresponding to the increasing order of the processor indices. We also assume WLOG
that the intervals in I h;:we been relabeled such that i < j implies le(i) occurs before leU) in the
sorted array of endpoints. In the case of proper intervals, i < j also implies Te( i) occurs before
rc(j) in the sorted array of endpoints. This relabeling can be easily carried out by a parallel prefix
computation. The parallcl prefix operation can be performed in O(logn) time using O(n(logn)
processors on the EREW PRAM [22, 23] and in O(logn) time on n-processor hypercubes [201].
Given a matching M in I, we say that an interval i is in M if i is matched by M. We say that
an interval matche.'> left (resp., l'i.ght), denoted by a left (resp., right) arrow, if it is matched in M
with ,Ln interval to its left (resp., right). An interval is free, denoted by a circle, if it is unmatched
with respect to M. Interval i matching with j in M is denoted as mateM(i) = j.
An interval i is said to be to the left (resp., right) of a vertical line L if re(i) < x(L) (resp.,
le(i) > x(L)), where x(L) denotes the x-coordinate of L.
Definition 2.1 A middle line V is a vertical line that divides the set of2n endpoint.'> of J into two
subsets, with one subscl to each side of V, such that every subscl has exactly n end])oints. Those
intervals of J that al'e intersected by a middle line V are called cut-intervals.
Lemma 2.1 For any middle line V, the number b of intervals not cut by V lying to the left of V
is the same as the numbe1' of inter'Vals not cut by V lying to the light of V. FurthermOl'e, b :::; IMI,
where M is a maximum matching of J.
Proof: The fact that the numbers of intervals in J not cut by V lying on each side of V are the
same follows immediately from the definition of V. Since a matching can be obtained in such a
way that each interval to the left of V is matched with a distinct interval to the right of V, b <
IM[ follows. 0
The following problem, defined by Kim [20], plays an important role in our algorithms.
Definition 2.2 Given a set of [Joints on the x~axis, some colO1"Cd red and the othe1' colored blue,
suppose that a red point r can be matched with a bl1le [Joint b ijx(r) < x(b). The red-blue matching
problem is to find a maximum matching between the red and blue points.
Kim [20] presented an EREW PRAM algorithm for the red-blue matching problem with sorted
input which takes O(logn) time using n/logn processors. On an n-processor hypercube, the red-
blue matching problem with sorted input can be solved in O(logn) time, as follows: First apply
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Kim's reduction [20] to reduce the problem to the all nearest smaller values problem [5J (this
reduction takes O(logn) time on the hypercube since it mainly performs parallel prefix); then usc
the optimal hypercube algorithms by Chen [9J and Kravets and Plaxton [21] to solve the all nearest
smaller values problem in G(log n) time.
Our interval matching algorithms also make use of convex bipartite graphs which arc reviewed
next.
Definition 2.3 A convex bipartite graph G = (A,B,E) is a bipartite graph where A and Bare
respectively sequences of vertices (al,a2" .. 'Um) and (b"b2, ... ,bn), and E is the set oj edges.
An edge (a,b) E E implies that a E A and bE B, and furthermore, (ai,b j ) E E if and only if
Ii $. j $. 1;, where Ii (resp., Ii) is the index oj the first (re.sp., last) vertex in B to which ai is
connected.
Maximum cardinality matchings in convex bipartite graphs can be computed sequentially ei-
ther by combining the linear time algorithm of Gabow and Tarjan [15] for a special union-find
problem with the algorithm of Lipski and Preparata [25] for computing maximum matchings in
convex bipartite graphs, or by using the O(nlogn) time algorithm of Gallo [16). Dekel and Sahni
[14] presented a parallel algorithm for computing maximum cardinality matchings in convex bipar-
tite graphs in O(log2 n) time using O(n) EREW PRAM processors, and Atallah, Goodrich, and
Kosaraju [4] showed that the problem can be solved in O(logn) time by using O(n3 ) EREW PRAM
processors.
The next lemma is needed by our PRAM algorithms. It shows that the processor bound of
Dekel and Sahni's parallel algorithm [14] can be improved by a factor of log n.
Lemma 2.2 For evellJ convex bipartite graph G = (A, B, E) with IAI :<; nand IB) .::; n, a maximum
cal·dinality matching M;b ofG can be obtained in O(log2 n) time using O(nJlogn) EREW PRAM
processors.
Proof: The basic idea is to apply Brent's theorem [7] to simulate the parallel algorithm of Dekcl
and Sahni (14] for computing maximum cardinality matchings in convex bipartite graphs. Note that
Dekel and Sahni's algorithm [ltl] computes a maximum cardinality matching In a convex bipartite
graph in G(log2 n) time using G(n) EREW PRAM processors. TllC algorithm in [14] consists of
two passes, each pass traversing a complete binary tree of n leaves level by level. At each level,
the algorithm in [14] essentially performs it constant number of parallel merges, and the number
of operations performed by the algorithm at each level is O(n). The total number of operations
performed by the algorithm of Dekel and Sahni [14], therefore, is O(n logn). By applying Brent's
theorem [7] and by usIng an optimal EREW PRAM merge algorithm [6, 8, 18], we can easily
simulate the algorithm [14] in O(log2 n) time using O(nflogn) EREW PRAM processors. 0
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3 Maximum Matching among Arbitrary Disjoint Intervals
Subsection 3.1 gives the key observations for our matching algorithms. Subsection 3.2 presents the
basic idea and main algorithmic steps for finding a ma:'\.iillum matching between disjoint intervals
in general complement interval graphs. Subsedions 3.3 and 3.t1 show the details of Dllf gREW
PRAM and hypercube algorithms, respectively.
3.1 Useful Observations
OUf algorlthms [or the general case of disjoint interval matching arc based on the following obser-
vations.
Lemma 3.1 There exists an optimal matching M- such that eithel" the matched inte.l'lJuls in M·
that are to the left of a middle line V all have l-ight arrows (i.e., match right), or the matche.d
intervals in lvJ- that are to the right of V all have left arrows (i.e., match left).
Proof: Let M be an optimal matching. Suppose that there are k l (resp., kr ) intervals in M that
are to the left (resp., right) of V and have left (resp., right) arrows. WLOG, assume kl :::; kr' If kl
:::: 0, then we aIe done (M· = M). So assume k l > O. Now swap, in their matching pairs, the kl
intervals that are to the left of V and have left arrows with any kl intervals that are to the right of
V and have right arrows. For example, let il (resp., ir ) be an interval that is to the left (resp., right)
of V and has a left (resp., right) arrow in Mj swapping i l with ir means obtaining, from the two
pairs (il,matcM(il)) and (ir,malcM(ir)), the two new pairs (inmatcM(il)) and (i/,matcM(ir))'
Clearly, such a swapping is alw;:tys possible. The matching M- thus obtained has the s;:tme size as
M, and it is easy to see that no interval to the left of V matches left in M~. o
Lemma 3.2 There exists an optimal matching M- such that any middle line V cuts all free inter-
vals with respect to M".
Proof: Let !vI be an optimal matching that has the property stated in Lemma 3.1. Clearly, there
cannot be free intervals to both the left and right of V (otherwise, M would have not been an
optimal matching). So WLOG, assume that there are k > 0 free intervals to the left of V. We shall
obtain M- from M.
We first do the following: Remove from our consideration all the intervals to the left of V that
match intervals to the right of V in M, and do the same thing on the right side of V. Note that V
is still a middle line in the set l' of the remaining intervals thus obtained. Furthermore, there are
at least k intervals of l' to the right of V that are all matched in M.
There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: The matched intervals to the right of V all have left arrows. There must be at least k
such intervals to the right of V, and since they all have left arrows but do not match in M with
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intervals to the left of V, they must match with intervals cut by V. Swap any k matched intervals
cut by V with the k free intervals to the left of V. The resulting matching is such an optimal
matching /Yr.
Case 2: Not all the matched intervals to the right of V have left arrows. Let i' be an interval
to the right of V that has a right arrow and matches with ill in M (obviously, i" is also to the
right of V). Then we claim that k must he 1. Proof of the claim: IT k > 1, then M would have
not been an optimal matching because we could have swapped i' and i" with two free intervals to
the left of V to increase the size of the matching, a contradiction. Since V is the middle line and
there are at least two intervals (Le., i' and i") to the right of V, there must be an interval i of l' to
the left of V such that i matches with an interval j of 1'. Since the optimal matching 111 satisfies
Lemma 3.1 and since if (to the right of V) matches right, all matched intervals of l' to the left of
V must match right. Because i does not match in M with any interval to the right of V, j must
be an interval cut by V. Let the only free interval to the left of V be f. Perform a swap among
{f, i, if, ill} so that (J, i') and (i, if!) are paired and j becomes free. The resulting optimal matching
is M-. 0
Corollary 3.1 There exists an optimal matching MOO sitch that eithe1' all non-cut intervals of I to
the left of V match right or vice versa, and such that all non-cut intervals are matched.
Proof: Follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 0
Consider an optimal matching ./Yr as defined in Corollary 3.1. For all the cut-intervals, some of
them match left (let the number of these be I), some of them match right (let the number of these
he r), and maybe some of them are free (let the number of these be I). WLOG, assume that all
the non-cut intervals to the right of V match left; tltis implies that r ~ l. Then there are precisely
lr -II intervals lying to the left of V whkh are paired with each other in M-. Denote this set as
C/. Since the intervals of C' are paired, tItis implies that IT -IJ must be a multiple of 2. Then, the
form of MOO is as shown in Figure 1(a), and M- consists of four different types of matched pairs as
illustrated in Figure l(b).
1. Type 1 matches an 'lnterval to the left of V wHh one to the right of V.
2. Type 2 matches an interval to the left of V with an interval cut by V.
3. Type 3 matches an interval to the right of V with an interval cut by V.
4. Type 4 matches two intervals on the same side of V.
From Lemma 2.1, we know that the number b of intervals on each side of V is the same. We
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Figure 2: The candidates for matching with au intervaln E U, with (ju,lu) = (4,10).
decreasing x-coordinates of the fight (resp., left) endpoints and store them in an array X (resp.,
Y). See Figure 2 for an example. Let U denote the set of intervals cut by V. Consider an interval
u E U. The set of possible candidates for u to "match left" is the subset of intervals k, k+ 1, ... , b of
X, where k is the interval such that re(k) < ie(u) and re(k) is closest to le( u) from the left (if le(u)
$ 1'e(b), then this set is empty). Similarly, the set of possible candidates for u to "match right" is
a subset of intervals b+ 1, b+2, ... , i of Y, where lis the interval such that rc(u) < le(l) and le(l)
is closest to re(u) from the right (if Te(n) ;::: le(b + 1), then this set is empty). We can combine
these two sets for u into a single range of intervals (k, k + 1, ... , b, b+ 1, ... , I), and represent this
range as (Ju,iu), with Iu = k and iu = i. Note that this representation of all possible matching
pairs between U and X U Y = I - U is that of a convex biparLite graph.
To determine the intervals in U which are used by an optimal matching M- as defined in
Corollary 3.1, we construct a convex biparlile graph G = (A, B, E) such that A = U, B = X U Y,
and for any u E A = U, the edge (u,bu) E E if and only if Iu ::; bu ::; iu' As shown by the next







Figure 3: illustrating the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.3 Let M;b be any given maximum cardinality matching of the convex bipartite graph
G = (U,X U Y,E). Then there is an optimal matching M- in J as defined in Corollary 3.1 that
uses only the intervals in M;b and X U Y. Tlmt is, for any interval u E U not matched in M;b'
there is an optimaL matching M* as defined in Corollary 3.1 such that u is not matched in M-.
Proof: LeL M' be an optimal matching in J as defined in Corollary 3.1. Consider any interval
u E U such that u is not matched in M;b but is matched in il1', We want to show that there 1s
another optimal matching M- in J as defined in Corollary 3.1 such that u is not matched in M-
(and hence u can be ignored in computing such an optimal matching M*).
Let Mil be a collection of edges containing the interval pairs (a, b) such that either (a, b) E M;b
or (a,b) E M' but (a,b) ~ M;b n M'. Consider the subgraph GMII(I) on I that is induced by Mil
(i.e., the vertices of GMII(I) are the intervals of I and the edges of GM,,(I) are those in Mil). Then
it is easy to see that GM,,(I) consists of a set of connected components each of which is either a
path or an even-length cycle whose edges are alternating with respect to M;b and M' (the length
of a path is the number of edges on it). In particular, u 1s a vertex of GM"(I) , and further, u is
an end-vertex of such a path in GMII(I) (since u is not matched in M;b and is matched in M' ).
Denote that path in GM,,(I) starting at u by PI./.. Figure 3 gives an example of PI" where the edges
of P" in M~b (resp., M') are dotted (resp., solid), the arrow on each edge indicates the left or right
matching of a non-cut interval in M;b or M ' , and the cut-intervals (resp., non-cut intervals) are
denoted by unfilled (resp., filled) circles.
Note that, like u, the other end-vertex z of the path P" is matched in either M;b or M' but
not both. We now show first that the length of P lI must be even. Suppose this is not the case
(Le., the length of Pu is odd). Then we can exchange in M;b the edges of M;b n P lI with the edges
of M
'
n P", thus increasing the size of Mci, by one, a contradiction to the optimality of M;b III
the convex bipartite graph G =: (U,X U Y,E). In Figure 3, this would happen if w (instead of
z) were the other end-vertex of P". Now that the length of P" is even (as in Figure 3), we can
then exchange in M
'
the edges of M
'
n P" with the edges of M'd, n Pu , obtaining another optimal
matching M- in I. Note that in M-, all non-cut intervals are matched and the matching direction
of each non-cut interval on P" remains the same as in M'. Hence the form of M- is as defined in
Corollary 3.1. Further, u is dearly not matched in M-.
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The following operation involving red-blue matching is needed by our algorithms. Given a set
SH of red points and a set SB of blue points on the x-axis, we Iir5t perform a red-blue matching to
obtain a maximum matching M RB of the red points to the blue points. We then include more red
points (SR) and run the red-blue matching algorithm to get a new optimal matching M RB on the
sets SR uSn and SB. We claim that it is possible to converL MiiB to another optimal matching
MIlB (for SRuSh and SB) such that every red point in Sn that is matched in MRB is also matched
. M"1Il REo
Lemma 3.4 For every 1'ed point 1" E Sn which is malched in MRB but not in MllE' thel"e exists a
distinct red point p(r) E Sh that is to the right ofr and is matched in M
,lB .
Proof: Let br be the blue point which is matched to r in MRS. By definition, x(r) < x(br).
llased on Kim's parallel algorithm for red-blue matching [20j, we can define a canonical form of
the optimal matching M RB obtained by that algorithm, as follows .
• For any red-blue pair (1', b) in MRS, there is no unassigned (unmatched) point q E S R U S8
,uch that x(r) < x(q) < x(b).
This is because the petraliel algorithm [20] simulates the sequential algorithm which scans the
points by the increasing x-coordlnates. When a red point is encountered, it is pushed onto a stack.
When a blue point is encountered, a red point (if any) is removed from the stack [20].
Let r' be the red point matched to br in M RB . There are two cases to consider.
1. r' E SR. Decause of the canonical form of M,w, we know x(r') > xC?'). Thus, x(brl) > x(r),
where br' is the mate ofr' in MRB. Now, br' must be in MRB (otherwise, the matching MRS
would not be optimal since we could then add one more matched pair (1', brl) to MRs)' There
arc two subcases to consider here.
(1.a) br' is matched to r" E SR. In this case, x(r") > x(r), else the canonical form of MRS
is violated.
(lob) brl is matched to 1'" E SR. Then we repeat the above argument (for finitely many
times) until we get a blue point which is matched to j E Sh such that xU) > x(r).
Let per) E Sh be the red point determined by the above two subcases.
2. 1,1 E SR. Because of the canonical form of MRS, we know x(r') > x(r). Let per) = 1".
Applying repeatedly the argument given above to every point T E SR which is matched in MRB
but not in MRS, to find the distinct point per) E SR., the lemma is then proved. 0
Therefore, to convert MRB to M~B such that every red point l' E SR which is matched in MR8
is also matched in M~B' we need to find, for every l' which is matched in MRB but unmatched in
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Mk, a corresponding point p(r) E S.k that is matched in M RB and is to the right of r. To perform
this conversion in parallel for all r E (SR n MRS) - M~B' we use red-blue matching. There are two
sets of points, (i) r E SR such that r E MRB but T ¢ M RB , and (ii) r' E S.k such that r' E MRB .
We want to find a pairing (matching) between rand r' such that r is to the left of r'. Clearly, tItis
is an instance of a red-blue matching with the first set of points as red and the second set of points
as blue.
3.2 Matching Algorithm among Arbitrary Disjoint Intervals
We begin with a general discussion of the basic idea of our algorithms, and then describe the main
algorithmic steps.
3.2.1 Basic Idea
Let M- be an optimal matching in I in the form defined by Corollary 3.1. Then all intervals not
cut by V are in M-. Hence we can start with an initial matclting M which consists of b matched
pairs formed by matching each interval to the left of V with a distinct interval to the right of V.
(Of course, any interval to the left of V can match with any interval to the right of V.) We then try
to increase the size of the matching by pairing intervals cut by V with intervals in M, as described
below. Let U be the set of unmatched intervals (i.e., aU cut-intervals) with respect to M.
From Lemma 3.2, we know that all free intervals with respect to Moo. are cut by V. Thus, it is
not hard to see that it will yield an optimal matching in the form defined by Corollary 3.1 if we
achieve the following optimality criterion:
Optimality Criterion: Matclting the maximum number of cut-inlervals (i.e_, in the
set U) while simultaneously retaining all non-cut intervals in the matching.
Based on the optimality criterion, we can increase the cardinality of the malching (from the
size of M) by matclting lhe intervals of U in one of the following two ways.
1. For an interval i E U wltich can match left (resp., right), find another j' E U which can
malch right (resp., left).
2. For two intervals i,j' E U both of which can match left (resp., right), find a type-tl interval
pair (see Figure 1(b)) to the right (resp., left) of V. Note that il takes two intervals of U
to match left (resp., right) for every type-4 pair to the right (resp., left) of V. Consider the
pairs formed with i and j' (say, (i,i),(i',j'), with both i and i' to the left of V). These pairs
would belong to M"' if we arc able to find two intervals to the right of V to create a type-il
pair (such a type-4 pair does not have to be (matcM( i), mateM(i')) because any interval to
the left of V can match with any interval to the right of V).
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Observe that the auove two ways correspond to the two uasic types of augmenting paths with
respect to !vl that begin and end with free intervals all of which are in V.
To determine from the intervals of U the candidate intervals for M"", we compute a ma.ximum
matching between the intervals of U and the intervals of lit! (i.e., a maximum convex bipartite
matching), and let V' denote the subset of intervals of V involved in tItis maximum matching.
Note that V' is a maximum subset of the intervals in V that can be matched with those in M, and
by Lemma 3.3, all intervals in V - V' need not be considered for M"". In this matching between
V and lvI, every interval in V' is paired with a distinct interval in lvI. We partHian V' into two
subsets: L (resp., R), the subset of intervals of Uf which are paired wiLh some intervals of M to
the left (resp., right) of V. We refer to the intervals in M not paired with any interval in L U R
as unassigned. Observe that if Land R arc equal in size, then we are done. This is because the
matching formed by the intervals of L U R with their mates in M and by the pairs of unassigned
intervals in lv! from both sides of V is optimal based on the optimality criterion. If Land Rare
not equal in size, say ILl> IRI, then there arc two cases to consider:
(1) The sizes of Land R can be made equal (by doing some adjustment).
(2) The si7,es of I, and R cannot be made equal.
If (say) ILl> jlll, then we first attempt to make the sizes of the two sets equal. This is done by
finding from the larger set L the intervals which can be paired with unassigned intervals of M to
the right of V (Le., for such intervals of L, change the direction of their matching). If the sizes of
Land R can be made equal, then clearly we have an optimal matching by the optimality criterion.
If ILl> IRI and L and R cannot be made equal in size, then we need to match the maximum
number of intervals of L (this in consequence will match the maximum number of intervals of Uf
and hence will yield an optimal matching JvJ'"). Note that if a matclting in the form defined in
Corollary 3.1 were obtained straightforwardly from M and the current versions of Land R, then
ILI-IRI intervals of L would have to be excluded from the matching. We include as many intervals
of Lin M- as possible, by doing the following:
(i) Move as many intervals as possible from L to R (to minimize ILl - IR!), by changing the
matching direction of these intervals. Note that after this step, the resulted convex bipartite
matching between V and M is still optimal and hence Lemma 3.3 applies to this setting.
(ii) Find type-4 pairs from the intervals of M to the right of V such that these type-4 pairs do
not take away any matches with R.
Note that finding type-4 pairs on the len side of V will not help match more intervals of L. Hence,
it is safe to assume that in M*, all the intervals to the left of V match right (Corollary 3.1).
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We need to fmd at most l(ILI-IRJ)j2J type-4 pairs from the intervals to the right of V. Thus
when ILI- IRI is not a multiple of 2, one interval of L will necessarily be excluded from M~. We
form a set of intervals which help find such type-tJ pairs to the right of V. Let C = R u Y be this
interval set, where Y is the set of intervals to the right of V. For the set C, we compute (recursively)
its optimal matching M;, and then retain in M; all the intervals of R (because the type-4 pairs of
Y should not be made at the price of reducing the matches with R). As will be shown in Lemmas
3.G and 3.7, the optimal matching M; in C thus obtained contains the maximum number oftype-4
pairs to the right of V for helping match the intervals of L U R.
Let m be the number of type-tJ pairs in the resulted matching M;. If m ?: l(ILI-IRJ)j2J,
then we take l(ILI-IR/)j2J type-4 pairs from M; and add them to M-; otherwise, we add all the
type-IJ pairs of M; to M", and delete any (lL]-IH/) - 2m intervals from L. For each remaining
I E L, there is a distinct interval to the left of V with which I is paired, and we add these ILl pairs
to M". For each T E R, there is a. distinct interval to the right of V with which r is paired, and
we add these IHI pairs to M-. Finally, there are s unassigned intervals (Figure l(a)) remaining on
both the left and right sides of V; form s pairs from those intervals and add them to MO'. M" thus
obtained is an optimal matching in the input interval set I as defined in Corollary 3.1.
3.2.2 Main Algorithmic Steps
We now discuss in detail the various algorithmic steps for computing an optimal matching M" in
I in the form defined in Corollary 3.1.
To determine the initial matching M, we sort the 2n endpoints of f and find the location of a
middle line V. Then by Lemma 2.1, the number b of intervals to the left of V is the same as the
number of intervals to the right of V. Identify these intervals and store them in an array of size 2b
for M. The remaining intervals are all cut by V and are stored in the array U.
Next, we determine, for all intervals in U, whether they can be matched with intervals in M.
First, for every u E U, we find the range of the intervals in M with which u is disjoint, as follows.
Store the intervals to the left (resp., right) of V in an array .x (resp., Y) in decreasing order of
their right (resp., left) endpoints a.nd assign a new index to each interval from 1 to b (resp., from
b+ 1 to 2b). For each u E U, find from the intervals in the array X (resp., Y) the right (resp., left)
endpoint, Ju (resp., IlL)' closest to le(u) (resp., re(u)) from the left (resp., right). Then by using the
new 'Indices 1,2, ... , 2b, €..xpress the intervals in xu Y w1th which u is disjoint as a range (lu, lu) of
intervals. Construct a convex bipartite graph G = (A, B, E), with A = U, B = M = X UY = 1-U,
and the edge set E = {(ui,bj) I Uj E U,bj E M,fa; S bj S la" faj,la; EM}. Compute a maximum
matching M;b in G. As a result, each u E U which is a candidate for M"' is assigned (according
to M c-b ) to a distinct i EM, and all unmatched intervals of U with respect to M c-b need not be
considered any further for M- (Lemma 3.3). Depending on the side of Von which i lies, u either
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matches left or matches right in Mc"b' Denote the sllbset of U which matches left (resp., right) in
M;b as L (resp., R). The intervals Df M which are paired (resp., nDt paired) in M;b with intervals
in L U R are said tD be assigned (resp., unassigned).
There are three pDssible cases depending Dn the values of ILl and IRI: (1) ILl> IRI (the mDst
difficult case), (2) ILl < IRI (the ,econd difficult case), and (3) ILl = IRI (the easy case). If
ILl = IRI, then by the optimality criterion, we know bDth Land R are in M-, and can easily create
a representation for lVr. Thus, we Dnly need tD further discuss the first two cases.
Note that t.lte parallel convex bipartite matching algorithm we use (the algorithm in [14] plus
Lemma 2.2) assigns matches using the lowest indexed vertices Df B first. Therefore, if ILl> IRI,
we must determine whether any l E L can instead be made match right in a maximum matching
in G (SD as tD make ILl = IRI). If ILl < IRI, knDwing that nD interval in R can be "mDved" tD L
because of the way matches are made by the algDrithm fDr Lemma 2.2, we prDceed tD computing
the set C that cDntains the intervals to the left Df V which are candidates for type-tJ pairs.
Clearly, when ILl + IRI is <m odd integer, it is impDssible tD make ILl = IRI. Hence in this
situatiDn, at least one interval of f, U R must be excluded from the optimal matching M- (as
defined in CorDllary 3.1). FurthermDre, when I"I-IRI = 1 or jRI-I/,1 = 1, the si7.C of M- is
known (since one interval from the larger set does not belong to M-). Thus we can easily create a
representation for M- (by ignDring an arbitrary interval in the larger set). HencefDrt.h, we WLOG
assume ILl - IHI rt. {-1,0, 1}, even aftcr the attempt of balancing the sir.cs of Land R.
If ILl> IRI, then we first try to "balance" the sizes of Land R. To determine the maximum
subset Dfintervals Df L which can be made match right, we cDmpute a maximum matching between
the intervals in L UR and the intervals in Y. In this matching, j E LuR can be matched with i E Y
if and Duly if Te(j) < le(i). Thus, we can transfDrm this intD an instance Df red-blue matching.
We color the right endpoints of the intervals in L U R red and the left endpoints Df the intervals
in Y blue, and then perform a red-blue matching. Let M RB be the ma.x.imum matching between
L U Rand Y thus obtained. If I.!vIHBI > IRI, then some intervals of L which formerly matched left
in M;b are now matched right. But Ivli1.B need not include all the intervals Df R. Fbrtunately, as
shown in Lemma 3.4, we can CDnvert. M fm into another optimal matching MF:.B between L URand
Y by pcrfDrming another red-blue matching (with the red points being the right endpDints Df the
intervals Df R - Miw and the blue pDints being the right endpoints of the intervals of L n MilB)'
If IMhnl-IRI ~ L(ILI-IRI)/2j, then Land R can be made equal in ,i'e (pmvided that ILl + IRI
is an even integer), by moving from L L(lLI- IRj)/2J intcrvals that match in MF:.B tD R; the
optimal matching M- can then be easily obtained from such "balanced" Land R. Otherwise (i.e.,
IMn'BI-IRI < l(lLI-IRI}/2J), we mDve alii E L in MhB from L to R. But after this is dDne, we
still have ILl> IRI. Hence, the only way for including more intervals of L in the optimal matching
MOO is to lDDk for type-4 pairs from intervals in Y (i.e., thDse to the right of V).
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Assume ILl> IRI still holds after the size-balancing step on Land R. We then form the interval
set C for obtaining type-4 pairs from intervals to the right of V, such that these type-4 pairs enable
us to match the maximum number of intervals of Lin M'". Let C = R U Y. Next, we compute
recursively a maximum matching M; among disjoint intervals in C. Clearly, 1M;] ~ IR]. However,
possibly not every interval T E R is included in M;, and it is necessary to retain in an optimal
matching M~' of C (which we obtain from M~) aU the intervals of R.
Before we proceed further, we shall point out that such a maximum matching M;' in C contains
the needed type-4 pairs in Y that help match the maximum number of intervals of L UR in M- (LItis
will be pwved later by Lemm,,-, 3.6 and 3.7). AI,o, becau,e II-I> IRI and IXI ~ WI, lei = IRUYI
< nJ2 = III/2. This is important since the recursive computation of M; in C is then on an interval
set of significantly smaller size.
We must be careful not to create type-4 pairs from the intervals in C at the expense of excluding
some intervals of R, since this will not increase the matching size in I (based on the optimality
criterion). We need to show the following: For every interval T E R which is not in M;, it is always
possible to put T into a rnatclting in C through a swapping operation; furthermore, the swapping
can be done in such a way that the size of the resulted matching in C is the same as IM;I. In
particular, we claim that for every T E R - M;, there exists a distinct interval in M; of one of the
following three types, with which r can be swapped:
1. A formerly unassigned interval of Y which is now the left mate of a type-tl. pair in M;.
2. An interval wftich in M~B was the right mate of an r/ E R (r' is not necessarily equal to r)
and wltich is now the left mate of a type-4 pair in M;.
3. An interval r/ ERn M; (hence, the necessity of swapping is reduced to r').
Figure 4 illustrates the various cases of swapping r. For simplicity, in Figure tl., the notation m(T)
is used to denote matcMo ' (r). In discussing these cases, we let u denote any formerly unassigned
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interval ofY; also, we assume that r, r', r", rill, ... , are all in R, but r ¢ M;.
Case I: mateMo' (r) is the left mate of u in M;. Clearly we can swap rand mateMol (T).
RB RB
Case II: maleMo1 (1") is the right mate of 1t in M;. Clearly we can swap rand u.
RB
Case III: mateMo' (T) is the right mate of mateMol (r' ) in M;. Then r' must be in M; (otherwiseRB RB
M; is not maximum in C)_ There are two subcases:
(a) If r' is matched with u in M;, then we can swap rand maleMo ' (1"/).
RB
(b) If r' is matched with mateMO' (r") in M~, then TI/ must be in M; (otherwise M; is not
on
maximum in C). If Til is matched with u in M;, then we can swap T and mateMo1 (1"/). If
RB
rl/ is matched with mateMo1 (rl/l) in M;, then we usc the same argument. as before. In any
no
case, T can be swapped with mateM ., (r').OR
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Figure 1\: Ill.llstrating the cases of swapping r with matched pairs in M;.
Case IV: mateMO' ('i) is the left mate of mate.Mol (rl ) in M; _Then r' must be in M; (otherwise
RB RB
M; is not maximum in C). There are two subcases:
(a) If r' is matched with u.in M;, then we can swap T and malcMol (r).
//11
(b) If r f is matched with maicMo ' ('iff) in M; 1 then by using the same argument as in Case III(b).
RB
1" call be swapped with malcMol (r).
Bil
Case V: mateMol (T).iS the right mate of r' in M;. Then mateMol (T') illllst be in M; (otherwise
RB RB
M; is not maximum in C). There are three subcases:
l' and 1'1 to obtain the pair





If mateMo' (1'1) is matched with u in M;, then we first swap l' and 1'1 to obtain the pair
1/11
(1',malcMo' (1')); we then obtain another pair by matching 1'/ with either u or mateMo' (r/),RB RB
as in Case I or II.
If malcMo' (1") is matched with mateMo' (1'") in M; for some 7'// f:. r', then r" must be
RB RB
in M; (otherwise M; is not maximum in C). We first swap
(1', matcMo' (1')); we then obta.i.n another pair by matching 7'1
Bil
mateMo' (1'//), as in Case 111 or IV.
RB
If mateMo' (1'/) is the right mate of 1''' in M; for some Til :f:. 1'/, then malcMo' (1''') must
Rfl RB
be in M; (otherwise M; is not ma."X..imum in C). We swap l' and 1" to obtain the pair
(1',malcMo' (1')). Case V is then applicable to 1".
nil
Thus given M;, we can convert. it into another opt.imal matching M;' in C, such that all 7' E R
are matched in M;'. Note that the above case analysis immediately gives a sequential procedure
for converting M; into M;'. To obtain M;' in parallel straightforwardly based on the above case
analysis, one could use a procedure relying on parallellist.-ranking (1, 11]. Although such a list-
ranking based procedure would give an efficient EREW PRAM algorithm, it would not lead to
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a hypercube algorithm as efficient as the one we claimed. OUf parallel algorithms avoid using
list-ranking and instead are based on the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5 It is possible to convert the optimal matching M~ in C into another optimal matching
M;' in C, such that every interval T E R is matched in M;', in O(logn) time on an O(n/logn).
pmcessor EREW PRAM and on an n-processoT hypercube.
Proof: We use the following two-step procedure to perform the conversion of M; into M;'.
(i) For every T E R, color its right endpoint red. Let R' = R n M; (i-c., the intervals of R
that are matched in M;). For every T' E R I , color the left endpoint of mateM;(T') blue. Note that
R' ~ R and hence IR'I ~ IRI. Perform a red-blue matching on these two sets of colored points,
to obtain a matching MhB. It is obvious that IMhBI = IRIj. Let M: be the matching in C that
consists of all type-4 pairs in M; and all pairs in MhB. Then M: is an optimal matching in C and
there are lRI-IR'1 intervals in R still unmatched in M:.
(ii) For all the intervals of R that arc unmatched in M:, color their right endpoints red. For
all the right mates of the type-4 pairs in MJ, color their left endpoints blue. Perform a red-blue
matching on these two sets of colored points, to obtain a matching MJw. Let M; be the matching
in C obtained by replacing the type-4 pairs in M: whose right mates occur in MJm by the pairs in
MkB. We claim that the resulting matching M; is the desired optimal matching M;' in C.
It is clear that we only need to show the correctness of step (ii). First, note that the case
analysis preceding this lemma is applicable to the optimal matching M~ in C obtained in step
(i). Also, observe that the matching MilE' obtained by a red-blue matching [20] among the right
endpoints of R (red) and the left endpoints of the right mates of the intervals of R' in M; (blue),
has the canonical form as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.4.
We now claim that every interval T of R that is not matched in M: can be matched with the
right mate of a distinct type-4 pair in M:.
Proof of the Claim: Let T E Rbe an unmatched interval in MJ. Then in M:, when
Case I, II, III, or IV holds for T, clearly the claim is true. When Case V holds for
T, mateMo' (T) is the right mate of r' in MJ for some r' E R. By the canonical form
no
of the red-blue matching for Mhn [20], we have Te(T) < re(r l ), and this implies thal
Te(T) < le(mateMo1 (1")), as shown in Figure 5(a). (The notation of Figure 5 is the
RO
same as Figure 4.) Hence, if Case V(a) or V(b) holds for T, then l' certainly can be
swapped with the left mate of mateMo' (T') in MJ (e.g., Figure 5(b)). If Case V(c)
no
holds for T, then mateMo' (T') is tJ1e right mate of Til in M~ for some T/1 E R. From
no
Te(1') < le(mateMo' (T')) and the canonical form of the red-blue matching for MhB' we
no
have 1'e(T) < re(rl/) and Te(T) < le(mateMoI (1'")) (sec Figure 5(c)). Dy inductively
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Figure 5: illustrating the claim in the proof of Lemma 3.5.
The claim proved above implies t.hat M;' (= M;) thus obtained includes R and is optimal in
C. Since the endpoints of all Ute intervals are sorted, the parallel complexity bounds of the above
conversion procedure are the same as those of the parallel algorithms for red-blue matching that
we discuss in Section 2. o
Thus, after computing M;, we perform twice the red-blue matching to obtain M;', such that
all r E R are matched in M;'. We show below that M;' indeed contains type-4 interval pairs of Y
that help match the maximum number of intervals of L U R.
Lemma 3.6 Le.t M' be a maximum matching in the inte.rual set Y u L u R. Then IM'I = lM;'I.
Proof: We first prove, by contradiction, that IkJlI :::; IM;'!- Assume that IM'I > IkI;'1 (i.e.,
the maximum matching M
'
in Y U L URis of a bigger size than the maximum matching M;' in
C = Ru V). Recall that M;' contains all the intervals of Rand R is a ma.ximum subset of intervals
of V' = L u R that can match with the intervals of Y.
Consider the graph C' defined by the disjoint intervals in Y U L u R. Clearly, M;' is a matching
in C' (since C = R U Y is a subset of Y U L U R). Because IM/] > 1M;'!. by Theorem 9.1 in [27],
there is at least one augmenting path in C
'
with respect to M;'. Let P be such an augmenting
path in C/. Then P begins and ends with free intervals (say, i and j) of G' with respect to M;'.
Note that all interior vertices of P (i.e., the intervals of P that are not at the beginning and end of
P) arc in M;'. Also, both i and j are not in R. There are two cases.
(i) Both i and j are in Y. Then by replacing those matches of M';' in M;' n P by the matches
defined by P - M;', the resulted matching M;" involves only the intervals in R UY but the size of
M;" is bigger than IM';'1 by one, a contradiction to the optimality of M;' in R U Y.
(ii) At least one of i and j is in L. Then by replacing those matches of M;' in M;' n P by the
matches defined by P - M;', the resulted matching M;III in Y U L UR still contains all the intervals
of R (since all interior vertices of P remain hl kI;'"). Further, M;'" contains at least one more
interval (i or j) from L, a contradiction to that R is a maximum subset of intervals of V' = L u R
that can match w1th the intervals of Y.









Figure 6: For II/I = 6 and IR'I = 0, M;" has two type-4 pairs. But [or ILl = " and IRI = 2, M;'
also has two typc-t1 pairs.
Lemma 3.7 For any partition of the set V' into subsets L' and H' such thal the intervals in L'
(resp., R
'
) match with the intervals of X (resp., Y), lel C t = R' u Y and Me'" be a maximum
matching in C' such that M;,' contains all the intervals of R
'
. Then IM;,' I ::; 1M;'].
Proof: Since C' = R
'
U Y C Y U Uf = Y u L U R, we have IM;"I ::; IM'I, where M' is a maximum
matching in Y U Ufo Thus the lemma follows from Lemma 3.6. 0
For a partition of W into 1/ and R I such that the intervals in L' (resp., H') match with the
intervals of X (resp., Y) and such that IR'I ~ JRI (and hence IL'I ~ 1£1), let C' = R' u Y and M;"
be a maximum matching in C' such that M;" contains all the intervals of RI . Further, assume that
M;,' provides the maximum number of l.ype-4 pairs in Y for helping match the intervals of U'. Let
h = IRI -IR'! = ILII-ILI. Then there are h = IL'I-jLI more intervals in L' than D that need
to match wHh Intervals of X. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.7, M;,' is of a size::; IM;'I, and
hence can provide at most h = IRI-IRII more type-tl. pairs in Y than M;'. Therefore, any optimal
matching In 1 based on the partHion L' and R' of UI can have a size at most as big as the one
produced by L, R, and M;'. In fad, for some partitions of UI Into L' and R' such that IL'I- IRII is
not minimized (i.e., IL'l-IR'1 > ILl -IRI), it is possible to have IM;"I < 1M;'! (i.e., M;,' does not
provide h = IHI-IRII more type-4 pairs of Y than M;' for matching the intervals of L
'
). Figure 6
gives such an example of LI , H', and M;,'. Therefore, M;' ·lndeed contains typc--1 ·lllterval pairs of
Y that help match the maximum number of intervals of L U R.
We should also note that Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 playa key role not only in proving the correctness
of our algoril.hms, but also in ach.ieving the efficiency of our algorithms. They allow our algorithms
to recursively compute on the set C = R UY wil.h lei < 111/2 = n/2. One could have recursively
computed a maximum matching In Y UL UR (instead of a maximum matching in e) and used such
a matching to find the needed type-4 interval pairs of Y. But, there is no guarantee on IY UL URI
.$ cn for any posil.lve constant c < 1.
Let m denote the number of type-4 pairs in M;'. If m ~ l(/LI-IRI)/2j, then we take l(ILI-
IRI)/2J type-4 pairs from M;' and add them to M-. All other type-4 pairs of M;' are Ignored
(these intervals will be paired with intervals on the other side of 11). If m < l(ILI-IRI)/2J, we add
all the type-4 pairs of M;' to M- and delete any (lLI-IR!) - 2m intervals from L. For each r E R,
l.here is a distinct interval to the right of V with which T is paired; we add these IRI pairs to M*.
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For each remaining I E L, there is a distinct interval to the left of V with which [ is paired; we add
these ILl pairs to U-. Finally, there are s unassigned intervals remaining all each of the left and
right sides of V which form s pairs, and we add them to M". The matching M" thus obtained is
a desired optimal matching in the input interval set I.
If ILl < IRI, then due to the nature of the parallel convex bipartite matching algorithm (Lemma
2.2), we cannot perform any further "balancing", and hence must proceed directly to computing
the set C :::: LUX, such that C contains the candidates for type-4 pairs to the left of V (which
help match the maximum number of intervals of R). The computation for tltis case is similar to
tho '''-'0 of ILl> IRI·
The formal description of our p<:Lrallel algorithms is now given. The implementation details on
the EREW PRAM and on hypercubes are described in the following subsections.
Algorithm G-Disj-Match(I, A, B)
Input: A set 1:::: {h,12, ••• ,In } ofn intervals, each speciIied by its two endpoints.
Output: A set, A, of the left clements of the pairs of an optimal matching M- in I and a set,
B, of the right elements of the pairs of M-, listed in a corresponding order.
1. Sort by the x-coordinates of the left and right endpoints in I and relabel the intervals so that
i < j if leU) < leU), if the endpoints are not given already sorted.
2. Compute the location of a middle line V and the set U of intervals cut by V. Let b be the
number of intervals to the left (resp., right) of V.
3. Obtain the subset X of the intervals to the left of V and maintain them in the order of
decreasing right endpoints. Assign these intervals a label from 1 to b such that i < j if
re(i) > ,·CU).
4. Obtain the subset Y of the intervals to the right of V and maintain them in the order of
decreasing left endpoints. Assign these intervals a label from b + 1 to 2b such that i < j if
le(i) > leU).
5. For e<:Lch u E U, compute the range of intervals in 1- U (.i.e., Xu Y) which are possible
candidates for matching with u, using the labels assigned in Steps 3 and 1. Express tltis mnge
for u as (fiT'st, last) (i.e., (fu, lu))·
G. Construct a representation for a convex bipartite graph G :::: (U, I - U, E) with the edge set
E:::: {(ai,bj) I ai E U,la; ~ bj ~ [ai' bj,fa;,lo., E 1- U}, by using the values of lu and lu
computed in Step 5. Compute a maximum matching M;b in G. Each interval u E un M;b is
assigned to an interval of I - U numbered from 1 to 2b. If the assigned interval is in the range
[l, ... ,b], then u matches left, otherwise it matches right. Let L (resp., R) be the subset
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of intervals of U that match left (resp., right) in M;b. If ILl;::: IRI, then return as Moo the
matched pairs from Land R and the matched pairs formed by the remaining intervals in
1- U. Else, continue.
7. If ILl> IHI, let Red ~ {reU) I j E (L U H)}, Blue = {le(j) I j E Y}. Perform a red-blue
matching to find out how many intervals of L can also match right_ Let M;w denote the
resulting maximum red-blue matching. For each red point r E L U R in MRB , there is a bltle
point bEY assigned. If not every r E R is included in M RB , then perform another red-blue
matching with Red;::: {re(j) I j E R-MRB } and Blue;::: {7'e(j) I j E LnMRB } to transform
it (Lemma 3.~) to M~. If IMR'BI-IRI ~ 1(ILI-IRI)/2J, then add 1(ILI-IHI)/2J intervals
of L that are in M~B to R and remove them from L. If ILI-IRI ;::: 1, then delete one interval
from the larger set. At this point, ILl;::: IRI. Return M" which is obtained as in Step 6. If
IMR'BI-IHI < l(ILI-IHI)/2J, then continue (with ILl i IRI).
8. If IM;;'BI-IRI < 1(ILI-IHI)/2J, then add any IM;;'BI-IRI intervals of {, that are in MR'B
to R and delete them from L.
9. At this point, either ILl> IRI (from Step 8) or IR] > ILl (Steps 7 and 8 not executed). If
ILl> IRI, then let C = R UY. If IHI > ILl, then let C = LUX.
10. If ICI > 2, then let M; ;::: G-Disj-Match(C,A',B'); else, compute M;
straightforward manner.
(A',B') in a
11. If ILl> )R], then examine the intervals in A' to see whether all intervals T E R have been
retained in M;. If not, convert the optimal matching M; in C to another optimal matching
M;' in C, such that all the intervals of R arc matched in M;' (by using Lemma 3.5). Update
AI according to the pairs in M;' .
12. If IRI > ILl, then examine the intervals in B
'
to see whether all intervals I E L have been
retained in M;. If not, convert the optimal match.ing M; in C to another optimal matching
111;' in C, suell that all the intervals of L are matched in M;' (by using Lemma 3.5). Update
B' according to the pairs in M;'.
13. Identify the type-4 pairs in (A',B') and delete all other pairs (which are pairs involving
intervals in R or L).
14. Let 10;::: L(ILI-IRI)/2J- If IA'I < 10, then remove intervals from L or R (whichever is larger)
so that IRI = ILl + 21A'1 (resp., ILl = IHI +2IA'I). If IA'I ~ w, then delete (IA'I- w) pairs
from (A',BI ). M" contains the remaining pairs in (A',B'), the matched palrs from Rand L,
and the pairs from the remaining intervals in X and in Y. Return.
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Theorem 3.1 Given a set 1 oJn intervals, algorithm G-Disj-Match solves the maximum match-
ing problem between disjoint intervals in O(log3 n) time using O(n/log2 n) pmcessors on the fEREW
PRAM and using n processors on the hype.rcubes.
Proof: The correctness of the algorithms follows from the discussions in Su bscctions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
The time and processor bounds follow from the descriptions given in the next two subsections. 0
3.3 EREW PRAM Implementation and Analysis
This subsection gives the implementation and analysis details of the EREW PRAM algorithm.
Step 1 takes O(logn) time and O(n) processors for sorting [10]. Relabeling can be done by
parallel preIix [22, 23) in O(logn) time and O(n/logn) processors. In Step 2, the middle line can
be found easily in O(logn) time and O(nflogn) processors. The set U can be determined by
parallel preJix. Identifying the sets X and Y in Steps 3 and 4 and relabeling them can all be done
with p;:Lrallel prefix in O(logn) time and O(nflogn) processors.
In Step 5, for every interval u E U, we use the original list of sorted endpoints and lind the first
right endpoint to the left of le(u) and the first left endpoint to the right of TC(U). Each of these
two endpoints for u, for all u E U, can be computed by parallel prefix (either along the left-to-right
order or the right-to-left order of the sorted endpoint list).
In Step 6, a m;:wmum matching in it convex bipartlte graph can be obtained in o(log2 n) time
and O(n/logn) processors (Lemma 2.2).
In Step 7, red-blue matching takes O(logn) time and O(n/logn) processors [20]. In the original
sorted list of endpoints, we keep the right endpoints of the intervals in L UR and the left endpoints
of the intervals in Y, and relabel them in increasing order of the x-coordinates using parallel preIix.
We then label all the intervals in LuR red and all the intervals in Y blue and compute the red-blue
matching. If we need to do a second red-blue matching, in the original sorted list we keep the right
endpoints of L in lvl'RB and of R not in MRB . We relabel in increasing order of the x-coordinates,
then color those of Lin M'RH blue, those of R not in MRB red, and compute the red-blue matching.
Step 8 can be easily done in O(logn) time and O(n/logn) processors.
In Step 9, the set G can be easily formed by parallel prefix. Note that IGI < 1/1/2 = n/2.
In Step 10, we make a recursive call on the input set G. In each recursive call, the number of
input intervals is less than half that of the previous one.
Steps 11 and 12 can be done in O(logn) time using O(n/logn) processors (by Lemma 3.5).
In Step 13, we C<Ln identify all non-type-4 pairs in (A',B') in constant time, and compute a
compressed list of the type-4 pairs using parallel prefix in O(logn) time.
Step 14 can be done by parallel prefix to build the compressed lists of (A', B' ), R, L, and the
pairs of unassigned intervals of X and Y. TIllS step takes O(log n) time and O(n/log n) processors.
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The time and processor bounds for all non~recursive steps discllssed above arc O(log2 n) and
O(n/logn), respectively. Let 7'(n) and W(n) denote the complexity bounds of the time and total
number of operations taken by the algorithm, respectively. Then the recurrence relations for T(n)
and W(n) are as follows:
T(n) < {T( n/2) + c,log' n if n > 2c, if n ~ 2
W(n) < {W(n/2) + c3nlog n if n > 2
"
if n ~ 2
where CI, C2, C3, and C4 are all positive constants. It is very easy to show that T(n) = O(log3 n)
and W(n) = O(nlogn). Hence the EREW PRAM algorithm takes O(log3 n) time and performs
O(nlogn) operations. By Brent's theorem [7], the algorithm can be made run in O(log3 n) time
using O(n/ log2 n) ERgW PRAM processors.
3.4 Hypercube Implementation and Analysis
This subsection gives the implementation and analysis details of the algorithm on an n-processor
hypercube.
Step 1 takes O(log n log log n) time for sorting [13]. Relabeling can be done by parallel prefix
[24] in O(logn) time. In Step 2, the middle line can be found easily by ranking the endpoints in
O(logn) time. In Steps 3 and 4, the sets U, X, and Y can all be obtained as on the EREW PRAM
by using translation and parallel prefix in O(logn) time [24].
In Step 5, for every interval u E U, we use parallel prefix to find the first right endpoint to the
left of le(u) and the first left endpoint to the right of re(u) (either along the left-to-right order or
the right-to-Ieft order of the sorted endpoint list).
In Step 6, a maximum matching in a convex bipartlte graph can be obtained in O(log2 n) time
by using Andrews' algorithm [2].
In Step 7, red-blue matching takes O(logn) time (by using the hypercube algorithm discussed
in Section 2). In the original sorted list of endpoints, we use parallel prefIx and concentration [24]
to extract the right endpoints of the intervals in L U R and the left endpoints of the intervals in Y,
and relabel them in increasing order of the x-coordinates Ilsing parallel prefix. We then label all the
intervals in L U R red and aU the intervals in Y blue. If we need to do a second red-blue matching,
in the original sorted list we use parallel prefix and concentration to extract the right endpoints
of L in MilB and of R not in M RB . We relabel in increasing order of the x-coordinates by Ilsing
parallel prefix. Then color those of L in M RB blue, those of R not in M RB red, and perform the
red-blue matching, in O(1ogn) time.
Step 8 can he done by parallel prefix and broadcasting in O(logn) time.
In Step g, the set C can be easily formed by parallel prefix. Note that lei < 111/2 = n/2.
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Figure 7: The form of an optimal matching among proper intervals.
In Step LO, we make a recursive call on the input set C. In each recursive call, the number
of input intervals is less than half that of the previolls one. Hence, there are altogether O(log n)
recursive calls for the algorithm.
Steps 11 and 12 can be done in O(logn) time (by Lemma 3.5).
In Step 13, we can identify allnon-type-4 pairs in (A',B
'
) in constant time, and compute a
compressed list of the type-4 pairs using parallel prefix and concentration, in O(logn) time,
Step 14 can be done by using parallel prefix and concentration to build the compressed lists of
(A', B
'
), R, L, and the pairs of unassigned intervals of X and Y. The time of this step is O(logn).
The dominating time complexity among all the non-recursive steps is 0(1og2 n). Since the
algorithm make O(logn) recursive calls, the worst case time bound of the algorithm on an n-
processor hypercube is O(log3 n).
4 Matching among Disjoint Proper Intervals
We first give some useful observations for in the next subsection. SubsecLion 4.2 then presents the
algorithms for maximum matching among disjoint proper intervals.
4.1 Useful Observations
Our algorithms for ma.....umum matching among disjoint proper intervals are based on the following
observations.
Lemma 4.1 Given the model of a prope,' inteT'val graph in sorted order, there exists an optimal
matching M", oj cardinality k, for the disjoint proper intervals such that with respect to M"', the
first k intervals ft, [2, . _., h match right, the last k intervals [n-k+l, In_k+2, ... , In match left, and
all the intel'Vals h+l,h+l, ... ,In- k are Fee (i,e., M- has the form as illustrated in FiguTe 7, in
which free intervals aTe denoted by unfilled circles).
Proof: Suppose that we arc given an optimal matching M with k matches such that the leftmost
left arrow (matching left) is at i < n - k + 1. Then, there must be some interval j > i such that
either j is unmatched or j is a right arrow (matching right). Let j be the smallest such interval.
Case 1: j is unmatched. j > i means le(j) > le(i) and re(j) > re(i). Then either j overlaps with
i or j lies to the right of i. In either case, we can perform a swap to obtain a new optimal matching
M', so that j becomes matched in M
'
with mateM( i) and i is free in M'. Since, re( mateM(i)) < le( i)
and le(j) > le(i), clearly j can be matched with mateM(i).
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Case 2: j matches right. By definition, re(j) < le(mateM(j)). Either j overlaps with i or j
lies Lo the right of i. In either case, since re(i) < re(j), we can pair (i,mateM(j)). Also, since
le(i) < le(j), we can pair (mateM(i),j). Now j matches left and i matches right.
By repeatedly performing this swapping operation, one can make the k rightmost intervals
match left and the k leftmost intervals match right (this is done by first moving the k left arrows
to the k rightmost intervals, and then moving the k right arrows to the k leftmost intervals). 0
Lemma 4.2 Suppose it is known that the size of an optimal matching is k. Then the following
pairs of intervals form an actual maximum matching M*: {( i, n - k + i) I i = 1,2, ... , k}.
Proof: Let M'" be an optimal matching in the form defined in Lemma 4.1. Because of the proper
interval graph condition, [or any i ::; k, if i cannot be matched with n - k + i, (i.e., i and n - k + i
are not disjoint), then there is no if with i < i' < n - k +i that does. Hence, i would have to match
with some interval j > n - k +i. This would give a maximum matching whose size is less than k,
a contradiction. 0
WLOG, we assume that n is a multiple of 2. Given the form of the optimal matching M-
as specified in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we know that there exists an optimal matching in which all
intervals which match right are in the range [It,h, ... ,In/21 and all intervals which match left are
in the range [In / 2+1 , I n / 2+2 , •.• , In]'
4.2 Matching Algorithm for Disjoint Proper Intervals
The outline of OUf algorithms and the implementation details are described in this subsection.
Algorithm P-Disj-Match(l)
Input: A set 1= {It,h, ... ,In} of n proper intervals, each specified by its two endpoints.
Output: A list of pairs of intervals whlch form a maximum maLchlng M* in I.
1. Check the input list of endpoints of the intervals in I to see whether it is already in sorted
order. If the endpoint list is not in sorted order, then sort the endpoints of I.
2. Compute the size of a maximum matching M between the intervals in {Il, 12, ... , In/ 2 }
which are candidates to match right and the intervals in {In/2+l, In/2+2' ... , In} which are
candidates to match left.
3. Compute the maximum matching M* in I, which is of size IMI.
Theorem 4.1 Given a set J of n proper intervalsl algorithm P-Disj-Match solves the maximum
matching problem in O(log n) time on the EREW PRA M 11sing O(nfIog n) pmcessors if the set of
endpoints of I is given sorled and using O(n) processors otherwise.
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Proof: The correctness and the time and processor bounds follow from the discussion below. 0
Checking whether the input endpoint list of I is already in sorted order is done by comparing
every two consecutive values of the input list. For example, if there is one pair of consecutive values
in the list "out of order" (e.g., the i-th value is larger than the (i + 1)-th value), then the list is not
sorted in increasing order. If no two consecutive values in the list are "out oforder" for the increasing
(resp., decreasing) order, then the list is already sorted in increasing (resp., decreasing) order. The
checking Gill be easily done by parallel prefix in O(logn) time and O(njlogn) processors.
To compute IMI, we have two sets of intervals, and the intervals in the first set can only match
right and the intervals in the second set can only match left. An interval j can match left with
an interval i if and only if Te(i) < leU). Tills implies that we only need to use the right (resp.,
left) endpoints of the intervals in the first (resp., second) set. Therefore, we represent each interval
of I by a single point (either its right or left endpoint, depending on whether it is in the first
or second set). Then a match can occur between an interval i of the first set {h,h, ... '!n!2}
and an interval j of the second set {In/2+!,In!2+2, ... , In} if and only if Te(i) < leU). To solve
this matching problem, we transform it into a red-blue matching. We color the right endpoints
of intervals 11,12, ... ,In!2 red and the left endpoints of intervals I n!2+t, I n!2+2 , ... , In blue, and
compute the red-blue matching M on these colored points.
Let d = IMI. Then the maximum matching, M-, is of size d. By Lemma 4.2, M- consists of
the following d interval pairs of I: Hi, n - d + i) I i = 1,2, ... , d}.
Red-blue matching on sorted points can be done in O(logn) time with O(nj logn) processors on
the EREW PRAM by using Kim's algorithm (20]. Thus, the total time for computing a maximum
matching between disjoint proper intervals is O(logn) time with O(nj logn) processors with sorted
input, and O(n) processors otherwise, on the EREW PRAM.
Theorem 4.2 Given a set I of n proper intervals in sorted ordcr, algorithm P-Disj-Match solves
thc maximum matching problem in O(1ogn) time on n-proce!,sor hypacubes.
Proof: The main operations of the hypercube algorithm are ranking the endpoints, concentration,
parallel preftx, and red-blue matching. The ranking, concentration, and parallel prefIx can a.ll be
done in O(logn) time [24]. Given the interval endpoints already sorted, the red-blue matching can
be performed also in O(logn) time by using the hypercube algorithm discllssed in Section 2. 0
5 Improved Overlapping Matching Algorithm on Proper Inter-
vals
Moitra and Johnson [26] presented parallel algorithms for the related problem of finding a maximum
cardinality matcillng between pa.irs of overlapping intervals. Let C be a proper interval graph with
n vertices and Ie be its interval model. For the proper interval case, the algorithm in [26] is based
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on the CREW PRAM and takes O(logn) time and O(n2/logn) processors. It computes a depth-
first search tree, T = (V, E /), where E' = ((i,parent(i)) I parent(i) :j: O}. Here, parent(i) is the
interval overlapping with i which ends first after the end of i, if such an interval exists. Assume G
is connected and 1a is sorted. Then for each interval i, parentei) = i + 1 (except the last interval).
Each internal node in the tree has only one child and the root of the tree is last(IG) = n (1.e.,
re(n) = max{re(k) IkE I}). If there is more than one connected component, then it is still
true that parent(i) = i + 1. However, there will be one interval i with parent(i) = 0 for each
connected component. last(IG) will be the root of only one of the unary spanning trees. Moitra
and Johnson show that the selection of all the odd labeled edges in each spanning tree constitutes
a maximum matching. Computing the function parent(i) is the dominating step in terms of the
time and processor costs in [26].
Kim [20] has shown that computing parent(i) can be done in O(logn) time with O(njlogn)
processors on the EREW PRAM, if the endpoints of the intervals are already sorted. Since each
internal node in the spanning trees has only one child, we can treat the trees as lists. The initial
node of the first list is / 1 . For the other lists, the initial nodes are {j I parent(j - 1) = O}. We
can then apply the extended paraIlellist ranking of Cole and Vishkin [11]. In the extended list
ranking problem, there is more than one list and the problem is to compute the rank of each entry
in its own list. This can be done in O(logn) time IIsing O(nJIogn) EREW PRAM processors.
Therefore, with sorted input, a maximum matclling between overlapping proper intervals can be
computed in O(logn) time using O(nj log n) processors on the EREW PRAM.
6 Conclusion
We have given parallel algorithms in the EREW PRAM and hypercube models for the problem of
computing a maximum cardinality matching between pairs of disjoint intervals in an interval model.
Previously there was no efficient parallel algorithm known for this problem. For the general case of
the problem, our algorithms compute a maximum m<Ltching in O(log3 n) time using O(nj log2 n)
processors on the EREW PRAM and using n processors on the hypercubes. For the case of proper
interval graphs, our algorithm runs in O(logn) time on the EREW PRAM using O(n) processors
if the intervals are not given sorted and using O(nj logn) processors otherwise. On n-processor
hypercubes, ollr algorithm for the proper interval case takes O(lognloglogn) time for unsorted
input and O(logn) time for sorted input.
We have also improved the parallel algorithm for maximum matching between overlapping
intervals in a proper interval graph. Our algorithm runs in O(log n) time on the EREW PRAM
using O(n) processors if the input intervals are not given sorted and using O(nj log n) processors
otherwise. The best previously known parallel algorithm for tItis problem [26] takes O(logn) time
using O(n2 j log n) processors in the (stronger) CREW PRAM model. Hence our algorithm improves
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the processor bound while llsing a less powerful computational model.
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